UK Draught Beers
Welcome to the UK real ale bar.
This year we will be stocking more beers than ever
before at an Ealing Beer Festival, 374 at the time of
writing although this is always subject to last minute
changes. With a wide variety of beer styles and
beers ranging from 2.8% ABV all the way up to a
staggering (literally) 11% there should be
something for everyone. The selection is a split
between returning favourites new beers not seen in
these parts before. In a few cases not seen in any
parts before!
One such is the now traditional Festival Special
from XT in Buckinghamshire, this year a rhubarb
IPA. Another is a collaboration brew from Kew and
Park Breweries, so new we don’t even know the
ABV yet.
A few words on how it all works. The beers are
arranged in roughly alphabetical order across three
bars, each of which is named for one of our friends

in breweryland. Once a beer is deemed ready. An
A4 label will appear on the end of the cask. The
more perceptive amongst you will note that the
labels come in a range of colours. Partly this is to
brighten the place up but the main reason is to
indicate the style of the beer. The colours are
similar to the dots on the following beer list and
there is a key below.
I would like to thank all of those who have been
involved in the process of selecting, ordering,
preparing and serving the beers. All are volunteers.
I’d also like to thank YOU. The people who turn up
and drink the beer for us. You are whole point of
the festival and I hope you all have a great time.
Cheers
Jim Herdman
Wetstock Controller

Key
Bitter (up to 3.9%)

Mild

Best Bitter (4.0 – 4.4%)

Porter and Stout

Premium Bitter (4.5 – 4.9%)

Fruit Beer

Strong Ale (5.0% and over)

Fullers Bar
1648 - East Hoathly, Sussex
Bee-Head - 4.6%
Honey coloured ale gently flavoured with pure
Sussex honey but balanced with a gentle biscuit
edge.
360 BREWING - Sheffield Park, Sussex
West Coast Pale Ale #50 – 5.0%
Using solely American hops, a contemporary pale
ale, heavily hopped to produce intense tropical
fruit flavours and a long bitter finish.
ADUR - Steyning, Sussex
Black William – 5.0%
A rich black stout with dark chocolate aromas and
roasted flavours.
ANDWELL - Hook, Hampshire
Resolute Bitter - 3.8%

Andwell’s Best Bitter combines the finest malt
and hops to produce a well balanced malty and
hoppy flavour with a light amber colour.
Gold Muddler - 3.9%
Named after a fishing fly used for luring trout, this
blonde ale has a refreshing palate due to the use
of high quality pale ale malt. By blending different
hops at various stages of the brewing process
Andwell have produced a beautiful beer with a
citrus aroma and balanced bitterness.
King John - 4.2%
This pale ale takes its name from the castle built
by King John in 1207, which is located less than a
mile from the original brewery, and from where he
rode out to Runnymede to seal the Magna Carta.
The beer itself is deep amber in colour with a

blend of pale and crystal malt. The bitterness and
fruity aroma are developed from a combination of
hops.
Sovereign - 4.3%
A lovely red-coloured beer, this ale is brewed with
British barley & English Sovereign hops to
celebrate all things British.
ANIMAL - Long Crendon, Buckinghamshire
Grizzly - 4.6%
Big Grizzly American Golden Ale. smooth, easy
to drink beer with a clean profile, American citrus
hop character and a gentle follow on of malt.
Sloth - 4.6%
A current incarnation in XT Brewery's "Animal"
series. An amber coloured rye beer.
ARKELL - Swindon, Wiltshire
Wiltshire Gold – 3.7%
A light golden coloured ale brewed using English
Maris Otter malt, which creates a satisfyingly
sweet malty flavour. The use of traditional hops
give the beer a mellow floral hop aroma followed
by a distinctive hoppy taste.
3B – 4.0%
A superb amber brew with distinctive taste and a
full nutty malt flavour beneath the hops.
Hoperation IPA - 4.2%
A blend of English and American hops brought
together to create a powerful hop flavour in this
pale ale with oats and wheat in the grist to
provide a smooth rounded finish.
Moonlight - 4.5%
Moonlight has a golden auburn colour with a
warm toasty aroma and distinctive citrus hoppy
flavour from Celeia hops.
ARUNDEL - Arundel, Sussex
Sussex IPA - 4.5%
An amber coloured beer with malt and citrus fruit
in the aroma. The flavour is a complex blend of
malt, fruit and hops with a lingering hoppy, bitter
finish. Previously known as Heritage IPA.
ASCOT - Camberley, Surrey
Alligator Ale - 4.6%
An American Pale Ale with a wonderful hoppy
nose from the Cascade hops. It's fresh, crisp, true
to style with light carbonation and flowery hoppy

notes. This is a unique and very quaffable ale
indeed.
ATLANTIC - Newquay, Cornwall
Ale – 4.0%
A pale amber ale with good body, sweet malt and
hints of vanilla. Well-hopped yet balanced.
Azores - 4.2%
Distinct American hops are complemented by
smooth English and Cornish hops to create this
hoppy transatlantic pale ale.
AYLESBURY - Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire
Polaris - 4.4%
The Germans know how to do beers and make
fresh, crisp beers that are perfect refreshments
on hot sunny days. A pilsner style beer using
German lager malts and the aromatic Germanic
hop Polaris.
Red - 4.9%
Something a bit different for the summer, a
vibrant "RED", 4.9% single hopped beer with
lashings of citra and high colour crystal malts for
a surprisingly light summery quencher.
AYR - Ayr, Ayrshire
Rabbies Porter - 4.3%
A robust and full bodied Porter style beer with a
rich flavour of dark treacle and fruits and a slightly
smoky edge. Hopped with UK Challenger and
Progress.
B & T - Shefford, Bedfordshire
Fruit Bat - 4.5%
A straw coloured beer, malty and fruity, lightly
hopped and tasting of raspberries.
BANK TOP - Bolton, Lancashire
Dark Mild – 4.0%
A full bodied dark mild with hints of liquorice and
roast barley.
BANKS - Wolverhampton, West Midlands
Mild - 3.5%
An amber coloured, well balanced, refreshing
session beer.
BATEMANS - Wainfleet, Lincolnshire
XB - 3.7%
A distinctive, well balanced bitter with a refreshing
dry bitterness on the palate and pleasing hoppy
finish.

BEARTOWN - Congleton, Cheshire
Ginger Bear – 4.0%
The flavours from the malt and hops blend with
the added bite from root ginger to produce a
superbly quenching finish.
Peach Melbear - 4.4%
Refreshing blonde ale, the hoppy bitterness is
balanced by the sweet aroma of peaches and
elderflower. A peach of a pint!
BELHAVEN - Dunbar, East Lothian
St Andrews Ale - 4.9%
A bittersweet beer with lots of body. The malt,
fruit and roast mingle throughout with hints of
hops and caramel.
BEOWULF - Brownhills, Staffordshire
Finn's Hall Porter - 4.7%
Dark chocolate aroma, after dinner mints coffee
and fresh tobacco. Good bitterness with
woodland hints of autumn. Long late bitterness
with lip-drying moreishness.
BESPOKE - Mitcheldean, Gloucestershire
Money For Old Rope - 4.8%
Rich dark dry stout. Classic rich dry flavours of
malt and grain with deep hop bitterness.
Originating from the dark days of public hangings,
which drew vast crowds. The hangman’s perk
was to keep the rope. With the mass interest
especially with the more notorious hangings the
hangman would cut up the rope and sell it to the
crowd as souvenirs. Thus the modern day referral
is selling something with ease that would
generally have little or no value.
Over a Barrel – 5.0%
Richly coloured fruity strong ale with generous
peppery finish of goldings hops.
BINGHAMS - Ruscombe, Berkshire
Macchiato Stout – 5.0%
Dark stout infused with vanilla and coffee.
BLACK HOLE - Burton on Trent, Staffordshire
Supernova - 4.8%
Supernova is a premium pale ale brewed using
lager malts with a top fermenting ale yeast. A
variety of hops from Europe and America
combine to provide a floral taste.

BLACK SHEEP - Masham, North Yorkshire
Best Bitter - 3.8%
A well hopped, light golden session bitter with a
distinctive, dry refreshing taste.
Golden Sheep - 3.9%
A full flavoured cask ale with a dry and refreshing
bitterness, developed with a light, citrus fruit
flavour.
BRECON - Brecon, Powys
Orange Beacons - 4.3%
A clear summer wheat beer infused with fresh
oranges.
BREWSMITH - Ramsbottom, Lancashire
Bitter - 3.9%
A pale session bitter with moderate bitterness
and pronounced floral/citrus hop aromas.
Oatmeal Stout - 5.2%
A full bodied, richly textured stout. Balanced
bitterness with coffee, liquorice, blackcurrant and
citrus aromas.
BRIGHTWATER - Claygate, Surrey
Little Nipper - 3.3%
A chestnut session ale with a chocolate finish.
Top Notch - 3.6%
An amber ale with a balanced floral hop aroma.
Daisy Gold – 4.0%
A golden ale with a bittersweet aftertaste.
All Citra - 4.3%
A golden ale utilising just Citra hops for bittering,
aroma and flavour.
Lip Smacker - 4.8%
Tasting notes unavailable at time of writing.
BUFFYS - Tivetshall St Mary, Norfolk
Hopleaf - 4.5%
An amber coloured beer with a sweet hoppy
notes and a hint of vanilla. This easy drinking
beer is smooth on the palate and has an excellent
spicy edge.
Norwegian Blue - 4.9%
A mid-brown beer with a malt aroma and a hint of
cherry. Malty and rich but never cloying, an old
fashioned bitter.

BURTON BRIDGE - Burton upon Trent
Bramble Stout – 5.0%
A traditional stout with a mellow flavour and just a
hint of blackberry in the aftertaste.
Damson Porter - 4.5%
A dark fruity beer with added damson juice, which
gives a distinctive bitterness.
BUSHYS - Douglas, Isle of Man
Ruby 1874 Mild - 3.5%
An authentic 100% malt brewed mild with a fine
aroma of crystal malt and fuggles and challenger
hops. Deep red in colour, the flavour is well
balanced creating a popular session beer.
Old Bushy Tail - 4.5%
The first beer produced Bushys brewery. An
appealing reddish brown beer with a pronounced
hop and malt aroma, the malt tending towards
treacle. Slightly sweet and malty on the palate,
with distinct orangey tones. The full finish is malty
and hoppy a hint of toffee.
CAIRNGORM - Aviemore, Highlands
Trade Winds - 4.3%
A light golden colour with a high proportion of
wheat and corn giving it a clean fresh taste with
masses of hop, fruit and citrus flavours and
elderflower on the nose.
CANTERBURY BREWERS - Canterbury, Kent
Petite Belgique - 4.4%
Tasting notes unavailable at time of writing.
Streetlight Porter - 5.8%
Dark, malty porter with strong toffee-chocolates
and a licorice finish. Hops: Goldings & Floral
Willemette.
CASTLE ROCK - Nottingham, Nottinghamshire
Harvest Pale - 3.8%
Using gently kilned malt with a wonderful blend of
American hops are added during the brewing
process gives this pale beer beautiful poise. The
hops are very noticeable and lead to a crisp
aftertaste. Champion beer of Great Britain for
2010.
Elsie Mo - 4.7%
A ‘blonde’ single malt beer. Light in colour and
refreshing on the palate, with a pleasant crisp
aftertaste and a wonderful aroma.

CAVEMAN - Swanscombe, Kent
Palaeolithic - 3.8%
A light session beer with a dose of aromatic hops.
Well balanced and highly drinkable this beer is
the Swanscombe Man's favourite brew, which is
why it was named after the Palaeolithic Era.
Sweet malts balance out the Grapefruit and
Citrus from the US Amarillo and Cascade hops to
give an easy drinking session pale ale.
Neolithic - 4.1%
Easy drinking and refreshingly bitter this beer is
designed for summer days in the sun. This beer
has a straightforward malt profile and a refreshing
hop kick. The hops are added in large quantities
late in the boil to give this beer a great aroma and
a smooth flavour profile.
Shakora IPA - 5.5%
An IPA made with Shakora fruit. No? Me
neither!
COACH HOUSE - Howley, Cheshire
Coachman's Best - 3.7%
Full bodied with a rich malty flavour and a touch
of fruit balanced by the aroma and flavour of
Goldings hops.
Blueberry – 5.0%
Pale in colour with a light delicate bitterness and
the natural flavour of blueberry.
Banana – 5.0%
Pale in colour with a light delicate bitterness and
the natural flavour of banana.
Raspberry – 5.0%
Pale in colour with a light delicate bitterness and
the natural flavour of raspberry.
Pineapple – 5.0%
Pale in colour with a light delicate bitterness and
the natural flavour of pineapple.
Passion Fruit – 5.0%
Pale in colour with a light delicate bitterness and
the natural flavour of passion fruit.
Strawberry – 5.0%
Pale in colour with a light delicate bitterness and
the natural flavour of strawberry.

Pink Grapefruit – 5.0%
Pale in colour with a light delicate bitterness and
the natural flavour of pink grapefruit.
Cherry - 5.0%
Pale in colour with a light delicate bitterness and
the natural flavour of cherry.
Coconut – 5.0%
Pale in colour with a light delicate bitterness and
the natural flavour of coconut.
COASTAL - Redruth, Cornwall
Merry Maidens Mild – 4.0%
A classic dark mild with a good chocolate malt
flavour.
CONWY - Conwy, Gwynedd
Yakima Grande – 5.0%
Yakima Grande pale ale is a supremely hoppy
pale ale first brewed in the early 90s at the now
defunct Kings Arms pub in Chorlton-on-Medlock.
However the kind folks at Conwy Brewery have
now taken the mantle and are brewing this
splendid blonde.
CORNISH CROWN - Badger's Cross, Cornwall
St Michaels – 4.0%
Light brown, mid amber in colour. Medium to
strong bitterness. A blend of pale and crystal
malts. Pilgrim bittering hops with a strong hop
finish from Summit and Goldings.
Causeway - 4.1%
Mid brown/dark amber in colour. Light to medium
bitterness. Made with a blend of Marris Otter Pale
& Crystal Malt. A full body with caramel notes.
Pilgrim bittering hop with Summit and Fuggle
aroma hops.
Porter - 5.2%
Black vanilla porter with roast malt aroma,
smooth chocolate, liquorice, deep plum and black
cherry laced with cream. Burnt coffee aftertaste.
COTLEIGH - Wiveliscombe, Somerset
Tawny - 3.8%
A classic, well balanced traditional bitter brewed
using local malted barley and English whole
hops.
Honey Buzzard - 4.5%
A copper coloured ale, infused with local
Wiveliscombe honey. A smooth, creamy,

chocolate palate giving a subtle bitter-sweet
finish.
Buzzard Dark Ale - 4.8%
A traditional smooth and smoky winter ale, deep
copper red in colour. The chocolate malt gives a
dry nutty flavour with hints of amaretti biscuit.
COURAGE - Bedford, Bedfordshire
Best – 4.0%
Good fullness mixed with a bitter/fruity palate,
finished off with a fine mouthfeel.
Directors - 4.8%
A rich fruity and well-bodied chestnut coloured
classic ale.
CUMBERLAND - Carlisle, Cumbria
Corby Stout - 4.5%
A dark Irish style stout with a thick creamy head.
Smooth and full bodied, with both dark Belgian
chocolate and coffee flavour notes.head. The
beer was originally named "Corby Noir".
DARK STAR - Partridge Green, Sussex
Hophead - 3.8%
An extremely clean-drinking pale golden ale with
a strong floral aroma and elderflower notes from
the Cascade hops. This beer is full-bodied and
full-flavoured yet gentle enough to make it a
favourite session beer.
Espresso - 4.2%
A black beer brewed with roasted barley malt and
challenger hops. Then freshly ground Arabica
coffee beans, blended especially for Dark Star,
are added to the copper for a few minutes after
the boil to provide a rich and complementary
coffee aroma.
American Pale Ale - 4.7%
A yeast strain used for the brewing of the pale dry
American ales was specially imported from the
USA, along with some Chinook and Centennial
hops, to produce this pale ale. The pale Maris
Otter malt provides a perfect light colour and
dryness to complement the crisp taste and full
aroma of the hops.
Revelation - 5.7%
A blend of Centennial, Liberty, Cascade, and
Citra aroma hops by the sack full – then dry

hopped during conditioning using the
‘Hoptimizer’ (Industrial sized hookah).

1872 recipe, with an old port nose, and coffee
and bitter chocolate flavours on the palate.

DERVENTIO - Derby, Derbyshire
Barbarian Stout - 5.5%
An oatmeal stout - Ominiously dark, smooth with
a lingering finish of a subtle hop character.

EMPIRE - Huddersfield, West Yorkshire
Indiaman IPA - 5.2%
A pale ale brewed with New Zealand hops for
intense citrus & tropical fruits thanks to generous
helpings of Centennial, Motueka & Rakau.

DONNINGTON - Stow-on-the-Wold,
Gloucestershire
BB - 3.6%
A pleasant amber bitter with a slight hop aroma, a
good balance of malt and hops in the mouth and
a bitter aftertaste.
Gold – 4.0%
This award-winning beer has a golden colour with
a citrus flavor followed by a rounded malt finish.
SBA - 4.4%
Malt dominates over bitterness in the subtle
flavour of this premium bitter, which has a hint of
fruit and a dry, malty finish.
DORSET - Weymouth, Dorset
Yachtsman - 4.7%
A medium-tasting ale; smooth with suggestions of
honey.
DOWNTON - Downton, Wiltshire
Chocolate Orange Delight - 5.8%
Originally offered as a Christmas special, this old
ale has proven to be a favourite all year round.
Distinctive chocolate and orange flavour notes
work excellently against a rich, hoppy
background.
DYNAMITE VALLEY - Ponsanooth, Cornwall
Gold Rush – 4.0%
A refreshing, classic, crisp and complex beer
which will hopefully have you searching for more.
T.N.T. - 4.8%
An American Hopped IPA with big flavours
coming from a trio of their finest hops.
ELLAND - Elland, West Yorkshire
Elderflower Summer Ale - 4.4%
A crisp and fruity pale and hoppy brew with a
floral nose, ideal for those long summer days.
1872 Porter - 6.5%
Rich, complex and dark porter from an original

ENVILLE - Stourbridge, West Midlands
Cherry Blonde - 4.2%
A light blonde bitter delicately infused with
essence of cherry to produce a Belgian style fruit
flavoured beer. The aroma and taste surpass
expectation whilst the bitter finish is dry, hoppy
and refreshing.
Ginger - 4.6%
A ginger flavoured beer.
ERRANT - Newcastle upon Tyne, Tyne & Wear
Tusk - 5.2%
Pale malt blended with Cascade hops and
Chinook to finish a very drinkable IPA.
EXE VALLEY - Silverton, Devon
It's Phil's Ale - 4.8%
A deep golden beer brewed with Devon malt and
a zillion hop flavours from Cluster, Magnum,
Bobke, Challenger and Citra hops.
FLIPSIDE - Colwick, Nottinghamshire
Dusty Penny Porter – 5.0%
A full bodied Porter. Bursting with chocolate and
caramel malt flavours rounded off with bitterness
provided by traditional English hops. A black beer
to delight the connoisseur.
FULLERS - Chiswick, Greater London
Oliver's Island - 3.8%
A smooth and refreshing golden ale with delicate
floral and citrus aromas, biscuity, grapefruit
flavours, tropical notes and a crisp malty finish.
Summer Ale - 3.9%
Light, smooth, pale gold in colour, and highly
refreshing served chilled. Brewed with malted
wheat for crisp, biscuity flavours, and balanced by
dry Czech Saaz hops, this excellent ale delivers a
wealth of flavours.
London Pride - 4.1%
A smooth and astonishingly complex beer, which
has a distinctive malty base complemented by a

rich balance of well developed hop flavours from
the Target, Challenger and Northdown varieties in
the brew.
London Porter - 5.4%
Rich, dark and complex, at 5.4% ABV the beer
has an outstanding depth of flavour. It is brewed
from a blend of brown, crystal and chocolate
malts for a creamy delivery balanced by
traditional Fuggles hops.
Vintage - 8.5%
Each vintage is a blend of that year’s finest malt
and hops and, of course, unique yeast, creating a
unique limited edition brew.
GALES - Chiswick, Greater London
Seafarers - 3.6%
A pale brown bitter, predominantly malty , with a
refreshing balance of fruit and hops that lingers
into the aftertaste, where a dry bitterness unfolds.
HSB - 4.8%
Award-winning, distinctive, high quality premium
bitter. HSB was the flagship brew of Horndean's
Gales brewery, which was acquired by Fuller's in
2005.
GEEVES - Cudworth, South Yorkshire
Fully Laden – 6.0
A proper IPA with hefty alcoholic strength and a
juicy, citrusy, sweet floral taste and aroma and a
satisfying bitterness.
GEMSTONE - Maistone, Kent
Topaz - 3.8%
Traditional chestnut flavoured bitter.
GOACHERS - Maidstone, Kent
Dark Mild - 3.4%
A full flavoured malty ale with background
bitterness.
GODSTONE - Godstone, Surrey
Pondtail Pale - 4.1%
Refreshing and tangy hop explosion named after
the quaint pond on the village green that visitors
flock to see in the summer. Oodles of US citrussy
hops dominate this assault on your senses.
Rusty's Ale - 4.4%
Predatory British bitter. All British hops, this is the
beer that will help you remember what great beer
used to be like. It is named after the Harris's hawk

being trained by Graham at the farm where they
brew. A thoroughbred.
GOODY - Herne, Kent
Genesis - 3.5%
A dark, ruby coloured hoppy ale with a full flavour
and lasting bitter finish.
Good Health - 3.6%
A honey coloured, golden ale with a fresh hoppy
finish and undertone of zesty orange peel.
Good Life - 3.9%
Fresh-tasting pale ale. Bursting with citrus
flavours and golden hops.
Good Heavens - 4.1%
Amber coloured, hoppy pale ale made with
Pilgrim hops.
Good Lord – 5.0%
A rich, medium-full bodied porter with smooth
roasted coffee and a silky bitter finish.
GRAFTON - Worksop, Nottinghamshire
Framboise Raspberry Beer – 4.0%
Pale ale with the addition of raspberries which
gives a zesty, citrus aroma and a subtle fruity,
bitter aftertaste.
Lady Ruby - 4.5%
A ruby coloured ale. Fruity on the nose with an
intial bitterness on the palate which leads to a
cherry explosion on the back of the tongue.
Marmalady Orange Beer - 4.8%
Tasting notes unavailable at time of writing.
Apricot Jungle - 4.8%
Made with the English Beata hops, this gives this
beer its unique apricot, honey and almond
flavours which then finishes with a pleasant
bitterness on the palate.
Dark Lady Aniseed Beer – 5.0%
A dark, almost black beer with an underlying rich
roast flavour followed by aniseed bursting on the
tongue.
GRANITE ROCK - Penryn, Cornwall
Glasney College Porter - 5.4%
An intense, lingering ruby-black porter with burnt
malt and earthy aromas, with a smooth, smoky
and gently bittersweet finish.

Penryn Pride – 4.5%
New beer, launched last week so no tasting
notes. Please feel free to make it up as you go
along.
GREAT HECK - Great Heck, North Yorkshire
Chopper - 3.8%
Golden session ale with a surprisingly full body
considering the strength, and a decent amount of
hops.

Voodoo Mild - 4.3%
Dark mild brewed with addition of chocolate and
black malt.
Treasure IPA - 4.8%
This golden IPA has low to moderate bitterness
and very distinctive tropical fruit notes from the
premium American hops used in its production.
Smooth, hoppy goodness.

Portobello Bar
GREAT HECK - Great Heck, North Yorkshire
Shankar IPA - 5.9%
Pale IPA with good bitterness using lots of
American Columbus, Chinook, Cascade and Citrs
for flavour and aroma and dry hopped during
fermentation with Columbus, Willamette and
Cascade.
Yakima IPA - 7.4%
Strong IPA with a blend of US hops – Citra,
Simcoe, Cascade, Chinook and Amarillo.
GREEN JACK - Lowestoft, Suffolk
Orange Wheat - 4.2%
Light, with grainy citrus & marmalade flavours.
Ripper Trppel - 8.5%
Amber in colour. Champion Winter Ale of Great
Britain in 2007. Dangerously drinkable, smooth
yet well hopped. A match for any Belgian beer!
Baltic Trader Imperial Stout - 10.5%
An extra strong Imperial Stout with smooth rich
roasted coffee & vanilla flavours.
GREENE KING - Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk
XX Mild – 3.0%
A fine dark mild with a distinctive taste and a
delicate aroma dominated by dark and chocolate
malt, yet with a definite hint of hops.
Back of the Net - 4.1%
Brewed with Styrian hops, Back of the Net has
citrus flavours and tropical fruit notes.
Abbot Ale – 5.0%
Abbot Ale is a full flavoured, smooth and mature
beer. It has masses of ripe fruit characters, a
malty richness and a superb hop balance.
Brewed with pale crystal and amber malts to give
an attractive colour and rich malty tastes.

RumRunner - 5.2%
A rum infused beer with authentic Jamaican rum
for a full flavour of the Caribbean! The
RumRunner is the name traditionally used for the
ships sailed by pirates smuggling alcohol illegally
to avoid tax.
IPA Reserve - 5.4%
This warming, full bodied ale has a reassuringly
rich appearance and a mellow fruit aroma.
Grapefruit and orange citrus tones combine with
the floral and herbal Styrian Goldings hop variety
deliver a reserve ale of exceptional quality with a
dry, bitter finish.
GREYHAWK - Skipton, North Yorkshire
Blonde Obsession – 4.0%
A complex full beer with satsifying malt flavours
balanced by a considerable bitterness and an
intense aroma from the Bravo hops.
GYLE 59 - Thorncombe, Dorset
Tropical Thunder - 3.7%
Brewed in collaboration with Abbotsbury
Subtropical Gardens, to celebrate the gardens'
250th anniversary. Includes a subtle addition of
Drimys Lanceolata, a plant grown at the gardens,
to give this session ale an unusual twist. Drimys
also known as mountain pepper brings a
refreshing edge to the beer and a gentle warmth
in the aftertaste.
Toujours – 4.0%
This is a Saison. It has its roots in a long tradition
of Belgian farmhouse ales. The mixture of pale
and Vienna malts combine with three different
English and German hops to perfectly
compliment the earthy, peppery and spicy yeast
flavours.

Nettle IPA - 5.3%
Brewed originally for the International Nettle
Eating Competition held annually at The Bottle
Inn Marshwood Dorset.
Dorset GIPA - 5.4%
This is a Ginger IPA. The beer has a subtle
infusion of root ginger giving the IPA a refreshing
and spicy addition to the citrus and floral taste
and aroma provided by the hops.
Starstruck - 6.6%
This is their porter, The Favourite, enhanced with
a subtle addition of star anise. This addition gives
the rich and fruity porter an extra complexity with
a gentle hint of liquorice.
Elderbeery Stout - 7.3%
A seasonal special for the colder months. A
robust and complex stout with the addition of
hedgerow elderberries collected from around the
brewery. The result is a morish warming beer
reminiscent of burnt toast, jam and dark
chocolate spread.
HACKNEY - Hackney, Greater London
Golden Ale – 4.0%
This golden ale is a refreshing and complex
version, ideal as a session beer. It has deep
flavour characteristics but is light and high in
aroma hops.
Best Bitter - 4.4%
Traditional ale inspired by the British classic. A
true to style best bitter with a deep full bodied
taste.
American Pale Ale - 4.5%
Darker than some, this beer has a rich malt base
giving it a warm amber colour and a delicious
body of flavour. Brewed with American Cascade
hops, making it refreshing and hoppy.
New Zealand Pale Ale - 4.5%
A fruity pale ale made with a blend of all New
Zealand hops including Kohatu, Motueka and
Nelson Sauvin. This well balanced beer delivers
a hoppy aroma and full, fruity flavour.
HADRIAN & BORDER - Newcastle upon Tyne,
Tyne & Wear
Ouseburn Porter - 5.2%

A traditional, robust and satisfying Porter made
with the finest of ingredients.
HANLONS - Half Moon, Devon
Port Stout - 4.8%
Dark, chestnut beer whose bitter chocolate and
roast malt taste from the dry Stout base is
softened by the addition of rich Ruby Port,
combining the hoppy pepperiness from Phoenix,
Styrian and East Kent Goldings with vinous
alcoholic fruitiness.
HARDY & HANSON - Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk
Olde Trip - 4.3%
The delightful well-hopped premium ale has a
clean fresh hop aroma which produces a rich, full
flavour.
HARVEYS - Lewes, Sussex
Dark Mild – 3.0%
A dark traditional mild ale. Well balanced beer
with a soft, slightly sweet palate.
IPA - 3.5%
With a delicate grassy and earthy hop aroma, the
refreshing bitterness of this beer is balanced by
the subtle malt flavours which make for an
extremely drinkable pint that has a dry finish and
lasting aftertaste.
Wild Hop - 3.7%
Beautifully balanced, but a bit on the wild side!
Brewed with the aptly named ‘Sussex Hop’ –
originally discovered growing wild in a hedgerow
in Sussex, but now cultivated as a variety in its
own right. It is supplemented with Cascade hops
grown in the UK.
Sussex Best Bitter – 4.0%
A full, well-hopped bitter with a reputation that
exceeds the borders of its native and adjoining
counties.
Armada Ale - 4.5%
A premium bitter ale with vibrant hop tones. A
brewer’s choice. In 1988 the Maritime Museum in
Greenwich commissioned Harveys to brew a
400th anniversary beer in celebration of the
defeat of the Spanish Armada; many of the ships
were sunk off the Sussex coast.
Tom Paine - 5.5%
A premium dry hopped bitter named after the

celebrated radical who lived in Lewes in the
eighteenth century. A strong pale ale.
HARVIESTOUN - Alva, Clackmannanshire
Schiehallion - 4.8%
The original cask conditioned lager beer
Schiehallion is crisp, dry and airy with a
beautifully fresh, grapefruity taste. Delicately
crafted using Hersbrucker lager hops; it is
fermented at a very low temperature with lager
yeast.
HAWKSHEAD - Stavely, Cumbria
Bitter - 3.7%
A pale, hoppy and bitter ale: a slight elderflower
aroma from Slovenian "Celeia" hops, followed by
long bitterness. The hikers' favourite and the
perfect thirst quencher after a day on the fells. A
great session bitter.
HEXHAMSHIRE - Hexham, Northumberland
Devil's Elbow - 3.6%
A smooth ale with a rounded malty taste. The
beer is hopped with Fuggles and contains a
generous dollop of amber malt.
Devil's Water - 4.1%
Malty dark ale with a fruity range of flavours.
Crystal malt, roasted barley, Fuggles and
Goldings hops contribute to a full taste.

TEA - 4.2%
Traditional English Ale! Pale brown with a hoppy
and slightly fruity aroma supported by malt in the
taste. A well crafted bittersweet beer with a long
dry finish.
HOOK NORTON - Hook Norton, Oxfordshire
Hooky Mild - 2.8%
A dark chestnut coloured ale, crammed full of
roast malt flavours, and complemented with
superb dry-hop aromas from East Kent Goldings.
Hooky - 3.5%
A subtly balanced, golden bitter, hoppy to the
nose, malty on the palate – the classic session
beer, eminently drinkable.
Harvest Hop - 3.5%
Tasting notes unavailable at time of writing.
Lion – 4.0%
Brewed with a blend of four malts and four hop
varieties to give a complex fruity nose and
bittersweet finish.
Old Hooky - 4.6%
An unusual reddish brown beer with a strong
nutty aroma and palate balanced with fruitiness.
Full bodied with a bittersweet aftertaste.

Whapweasel - 4.8%
Smooth strong golden bitter. Caramalt, crystal
malt and Goldings hops combine to give a
smooth mouth feel.

Haymaker – 5.0%
A premium beer brewed for mid-summer drinking.
A strong pale ale of distinctive taste, plenty of
Goldings hops give it something extra. A bronze
ale with an apple, fruity and hoppy nose and a
rich, fruity taste.

HIGH WEALD - East Grinstead, Sussex
First Gold IPA - 5.4%
Brewed with only English First Gold hops. Punchy
and zesty, this IPA has a fantastic bitter-orange
flavour, a resinous aroma and a long smooth
finish.

HOPBACK - Downton, Wiltshire
GFB - 3.5%
GFB is golden, with the sort of light clean tasty
quality which makes an ideal session ale. A
hoppy aroma and is packed full of the very best
East Kent Goldings, leading to a good dry finish.

HOGS BACK - Tongham, Surrey
HBB - 3.7%
A light amber session bitter, biscuity flavour with
fragrant hops leading to subtle malty citrus fruits
with a long aromatic, hoppy finish with a light
malty after-taste.

HOPDAEMON - Newnham, Kent
Skrimshander IPA - 4.5%
An aromatic copper-coloured pale ale brewed
with Kentish Fuggles and Goldings hops for a
refreshing taste and a fruity finish.

Surrey Nirvana – 4.0%
A drier golden brew with Cascade, Centennial
and local Fuggles hops.

Green Daemon – 5.0%
A golden beer with luscious tropical fruit aromas
and a crisp clean finish.

HUMPTY DUMPTY - Reedham, Norfolk
Lemon & Ginger – 4.0%
An amber crisp ale with a ginger and lemon tang.

KELHAM ISLAND - Sheffield, South Yorkshire
Riders on the Storm - 4.5%
On the dark side of pale this pleasantly bitter,
hoppy, pale ale will take you by the hand….

HUNTERS - Ippleden, Devon
Royal Hunt - 5.5%
Originally brewed to commemorate the Golden
Jubilee, amber coloured ale triple hopped using
Goldings, Bobec and aroma hopped with Citra.
Malty tones and a refreshing bitter sweet citrus
finish.

KENT - Birling, Kent
Brewer's Reserve – 5.0%
A strong pale ale with hop flavour of citrus and
resin balanced with a delicate malt bill to
emphasise the depth of the aroma.

ILKLEY - Ilkley, West Yorkshire
Crossroads IPA - 5.4%
Inspired by Ilkley’s standing as an ancient Roman
crossroads rather than the well known ‘Blazing
Squad’ anthem, Crossroads is a new West Coast
IPA. Using a combination of Amarillo, Chinook,
Crystal, Southern Cross and Cascade hops - this
beer packs a zesty punch with aromas of Orange
rind and citrus peel complimenting big floral
notes, flavours of resinous pine and mandarins,
and a dry, spicy finish. A real nod to the West
Coast style.

Kew Green (& Black) – 3.9%
The reigning champion beer of this festival, back
to defend its title. A rich bittersweet stout made
with 6 different grains, lactose and real chocolate.
The big taste of this beer belies its low ABV of
4%.

ISCA - Dawlish, Devon
Citra - 3.8%
Light, refreshing beer with grapefruit aroma,
leading to a dry, bitter finish.
Golden Ale - 3.8%
A golden bitter with a hoppy aroma.
Glorious Devon - 4.4%
The combination of three hops gives a grassy
hop aroma and hoppy aftertaste.
American Oatmeal IPA 5.0%
Beer not yet brewed at time of writing, making
tasting notes a bit tricky.
American Brown – 5.0%
Beer not yet brewed at time of writing, making
tasting notes a bit tricky.

KEW - Kew, Greater London
Botanic - 3.8%
Sessionable amber ale brewed with Juniper
berries. Hoppy, malty and easy drinking.

Nightshade - 4.1%
The even darker side of Kew's rich, complex
porter. Infused with English chilli to bring out
malty goodness, with just a hint of heat. Chillis
are, of course, part of the Nightshade family.
Park Collaboration - %
Collaboration brew by Kew and Park Brewery of
Kingston-upon-Thames. Still fermenting at time
of writing so please feel free to fill in your own
tasting notes.
Petersham Porter - 4.0%
This luxuriant South-West London porter is made
with five different malts, giving flavours of toffee,
chocolate, coffee, plums, lquorice and a touch of
smokiness. It's gently dry hopped to add a fresh,
floral note to the earthy malt.
Sandycombe Gold - 4.3%
Hoppy, refreshing golden ale.

American Weiss - 5.1%
Beer not yet brewed at time of writing, making
tasting notes a bit tricky.

Pagoda Pale - 4.0%
One of a series of pale ales showcasing different
English hops.

ITCHEN VALLEY - Alresford, Hampshire
Pure Gold - 4.8%
A light golden beer. Highly refreshing with initial
bitterness from the choicest Czech hops leading
to a full, sweet malty flavour.

KINGSTONE - Tintern, Monmouthshire
Premium Stout - 4.4%
Warm aromas of the roasted, flaked and pale
malted barley underpin the smooth richness of

this stout, balanced by the pairing of Challenger
and Target hops for a bitter finish.

roasted barley pack this aromatic red ale full of
interesting flavours and aromas.

LANGHAM - Lodsworth, Sussex
Arapaho - 5.2%
A deep golden American Pale Ale. Generously
hopped. Packs a real flavour punch!

IPA-OK - 5.5%
New generation IPA with bitter taste and long
hoppy finish. It is meant for younger crowd that
can appreciate full hoppy flavours and hoppy
bitterness.

LITTLE - Guildford, Surrey
Haka - 3.5%
A fruity session ale with pacific hops.
Kahuna - 4.2%
American Pale Ale. An easy drinking beer with
grapefruit aromas.
Kahuna Kaffir - 4.2%
Similar to Kahuna but conditioned on Kaffir lime
leaves.
Full Blooded - 4.5%
A blood orange wheat beer that is zesty and light.
LITTLE VALLEY - Hebden Bridge, West
Yorkshire
Ginger Pale Ale – 4.0%
Light and fresh with a hint of ginger and citrus.
Ginger Pale Ale is approved by the Fairtrade
Foundation.
Vanilla Porter - 4.5%
Dark coloured but lightly roasted with subtle hints
of vanilla.
LODDON - Dunsden, Oxfordshire
Bamboozle - 4.8%
A strong pale ale heavily hopped with English
Goldings. The pale ale malt gives the beer a
clean and crisp background.
LONG ARM - Ealing, Greater London
Lucky Penny – 4.0%
Easy drinking pale ale with citrusy and summery
notes that will go down with ease. Hop profile that
will appeal to social drinkers and old school
generations.

LYTHAM - Lytham, Lancashire
Gingernut - 4.2%
A traditional golden ale combined with subtle
hints of ginger and hazelnut to give a twist to an
odd classic.
MAD CAT - Faversham, Kent
Pow wow - 3.6%
Wild West Cluster and Tomahawk hops produce
a fruity balanced refreshingly light beer.
Mild Disobedience – 4.0%
A blend of Rye and Carafa malt with fruits of the
forest flavours from Bramling Cross hops, darker
and milder than a bitter but more light hearted
than a dark and brooding stout.
Platinum Blonde Ale - 4.2%
Made using a single pilsner lager malt and
Cascade and Galaxy hops. It has the pale straw
colour normally associated with lagers but is less
carbonated and definitely an ale. Fruity and less
bitter than the IPA.
Golden India Pale Ale - 4.2%
A golden ale blending pale ale and amber malted
barley. Two bittering hops Phoenix and Pride of
Ringwood and two aroma hops Celeia and
Cascade resulting in a hoppy refreshing citrus
crispness which makes this beer very popular.
MAULDONS - Sudbury, Suffolk
Blackberry Porter - 4.8%
A full bodied black porter, with a balanced hop
aroma and rich blend of chocolate and roast
flavours giving way to a subtle sweet fruit finish.

Mother Elder – 4.0%
Brewed with real elderflowers and champagne
yeast.

MAXIM - Houghton le Spring, Tyne & Wear
South Pacific APA – 5.0%
Tasting notes unavailable at time of writing.

Birdie Flipper - 4.5%
This rebellious, full bodied Birdie Flipper is going
to get them raging. Pacific hops, wheat, and

MCMULLEN - Hertford, Hertfordshire
IPA - 4.8%
A full bodied classic of a beer. Specially kilned
malt is used to give deep rich flavours.

MILLIS - South Darenth, Kent
Guinea Guzzler - 3.7%
Originally, the Gravesend Guzzler was brewed as
a light mild and was a real family favourite. In
recent times the gravity was increased to 3.7%
and the hop rate upped which now makes it more
of a golden ale. Guzzler is a refreshing session
pint with an excellent dry hop appeal
Thieves n Fakirs Porter - 4.3%
A premium cask ale, dark and full bodied with
flavours for all.
MOLES - Melksham, Wiltshire
Rucking Mole - 4.5%
A chestnut coloured premium ale, using only the
best English malt and hops; fruity and malty with
a smooth bitter finish.
MOORHOUSE - Burnley, Lancashire
Black Cat Mild - 3.4%
Dark, refreshing beer with a distinct chocolate
malt flavour and a smooth hoppy finish.
Blond Witch - 4.5%
As light as you can get with a lager colour –
without the bubbles!
MUSKET - Linton, Kent
Trigger - 3.6%
A hoppy, easy-drinking, session ale.
Fife & Drum - 3.8%
A golden ale with tastes and aromas of spice,
honey, marmalade, floral and a hint of wild
blackcurrant.
NELSON - Chatham, Kent
Pieces of Eight - 3.8%
A light, refreshing ale with full-flavoured hops and
a hint of chocolate aftertaste.
Midshipman Dark Mild – 4.0%
Traditional dark mild.
Jammin Jack - 4.3%
A golden ale infused with locally sourced honey
and balanced with subtle hop overtones.
Golden Galleon - 4.3%
Golden ale with prominent hop character and
crisp dry finish.

Friggin in the Riggin - 4.5%
Very drinkable premium bitter with smooth malt
flavour and bittersweet aftertaste.
NETHERGATE - Cavendish, Suffolk
Lemon Head – 4.0%
Aroma is ginger, with a touch of lemon. Tastes of
citrus, spices and herbs, light bitter.
NINE STANDARDS - Kirkby Stephen, Cumbria
No 3 Porter - 4.7%
Previously known as Double Standard Porter this
is not for the fainthearted, it is a wonderfully
flavourful and robust porter. With its characteristic
contrast of black and cream, it is a heady mixture
of rich coffee and smooth caramel, with smoky
undertones.
NORTH YORKSHIRE - Pinchinthorpe, North
Yorkshire
Honey Bunny - 4.2%
Golden coloured bitter with a hoppy finish. A crisp
refreshing bitter with a hint of honey.
OAKLEAF - Gosport, Hampshire
Hole Hearted - 4.7%
The use of Cascade hops gives this golden ale
powerful floral and tropical fruit flavours, and a
delicate bitterness.
ORKNEY - Quoyloo, Orkney
Dragonhead Stout – 4.0%
A truly classic black stout which is absolutely
brimming over with roast malt flavours, balanced
with a complex hop blend which ensures an
enjoyable experience.
OTTER - Honiton, Devon
Bitter - 3.6%
A golden brown beer with a hoppy well balanced
taste. It's depth of flavour would indicate a higher
gravity.
Bright - 4.3%
A straw coloured beer brewed with lager malt. It's
hoppy character provides a fresh and fruity
flavour and a long morish finish.
Ale - 4.5%
An award winning mahogany coloured beer with
a good malty base and a rich balance of well
developed hop flavours.

OUTSTANDING - Bury, Lancashire
Imperial IPA - 7.4%
The unique flavours of this highly complex ale
gradually develop and mature over a conditioning
process with a duration of several months. The
result is a golden, dry and implausibly hopped
ale. Relax and take time to savour the intricate
flavours of this beer.
PALMERS - Bridport, Dorset
Copper Ale - 3.7%
A delightfully light, refreshingly fruity and hoppy
beer that’s brewed traditionally using the finest
quality Maris Otter malted barley and Golding
hops.
Best Bitter IPA - 4.2%
A full-drinking, well-balanced beer with a delicious
hop character, brewed with classic English
malted barley.
PARK - Kingston-upon-Thames, Greater London
Killcat Pale - 3.7%
Refreshing pale ale with grapefruit bouquet
continuing through to a satisfying bitter finish.
Summer Pale - 3.8%
Tasting notes unavailable at time of writing.
Gallows Gold – 5.0%
Crystal malt provides a little sweetness to a
satisfying bitter pint.
Spankers IPA – 6.0%
A bold IPA.
PEERLESS - Birkenhead, Merseyside
Oatmeal Stout – 5.0%
Wonderfully smooth and dark. This oatmeal stout
has good body, a creamy head and just the right
level of sweetness.
Knee Buckler IPA - 5.2%
A wonderful golden IPA style beer - there is good
strength and lots of initial hop bitterness which is
matched with a little hint of sweetness from the

use of Crystal and Caramalts, The aftertaste
and aroma comes from a blend of American
hops, Citra, Cascade and Columbus which gives
a distinct fruity finish.
PHIPPS NBC - Northampton, Northamptonshire
Bison Brown - 4.6%
A classic Phipps ale from the 1950s, An imposing
beast of a brown ale with the richness of a stout
allied to the hoppyness of an ale. This blended
ale was always the perfect marriage of Ratliffe’s
Stout and IPA with a dash of Gold Star. The
hoppiness of Phipps signature ales cuts through
the smooth body of a creamy stout.
PHOENIX - Heywood, Greater Manchester
Black Bee Porter - 4.5%
Rich dark beer. This porter is brewed with a blend
of roasted malts. The addition of honey gives a
pleasant hint of sweetness in the finish.
PORTOBELLO - Notting Hill, Greater London
VPA – 4.0%
A light hand with water treatment, specially
selected craft brewing yeast and the use of lightly
kilned Maris Otter Pale Ale malt creates VPA’s
distinctive pale gold colour and an exceptionally
clean base allowing the delicate yet distinctive
hop characters to be the stars.
Westway – 4.0%
Tasting notes unavailable at time of writing.
Summer Blonde - 4.2%
Tasting notes unavailable at time of writing.
Star - 4.3%
Brewed with Marris Otter, caramalt and crystal
malts, Portobello Star is a balanced beer with
hints of berry fruits and roasted coffee.
Channel Hopper - 4.3%
Tasting notes unavailable at time of writing.
Stiff Lip IPA - 5.5%
A bracing IPA.

Twickenham Bar
PIG & PORTER - Tunbridge Wells, Kent
Dance First Stout - 4.2%
A subtly hopped dry stout brewed originally to
prove a point that dark beer can be refreshing in

the summer and now available all year round.
Hops are Summit, Columbus and Willamette.
Red Spider Rye - 5.5%
A red rye ale featuring an American clean tasting
yeast to showcase the Centennial and Columbus

hops. Each cask is dry hopped with both to
enhance the aroma.
PLASSEY - Wrexham, Clwyd
Deep Porter - 4.5%
A smooth deep brown porter brewed with a
variety of coloured malts carefully balanced with
Cascade hops.
Cherry Diva - 4.7%
A pale beer with a hint of cherry. Smooth and
very drinkable.
POTBELLY - Kettering, Northamptonshire
Bellowhead's Hedonism - 4.5%
A light coloured bitter with a citrus hoppy finish,
brewed with the help of folk band "Bellowhead".
Captain Pigwash Porter – 5.0%
Made from the finest Maris Otter, chocolate and
crystal malts, together with English hops to give
an easy drinking dark porter.
PURPLE MOOSE - Porthmadog, Gwynedd
Snowdonia Ale - 3.6%
A delightfully refreshing pale ale brewed with pale
and crystal malt with a delicate combination of
Pioneer, Styrian Goldings and Lubelski hops.
Elderflower Ale – 4.0%
"Cwrw Ysgawen" - A delightfully refreshing pale
ale brewed using Cascade hops with the added
indulgence of elderflowers.
Glaslyn Ale - 4.2%
"Cwrw Glaslyn" - A golden coloured best bitter
with a perfect balance of malt flavour and a floral
hop aroma.
Dark Side of the Moose - 4.6%
"Ochr Tywyll Y Mws" - A delicious dark ale with a
dry biscuit flavour from the roasted barley and a
fruity bitterness from the use of Bramling Cross
hops.

A delicious traditional porter with a full bodied
taste of chocolate, coffee, blackcurrant and black
cherry with a good aroma.
Western Apprentice – 5.0%
A chestnut coloured and full-bodied beer with
malty, hoppy, fruit bittersweet taste.
REBEL- Penryn, Cornwall
Honeytrap - 4.2%
A sweetly satisfying, beautifully balanced golden
ale subtly heightened with award winning Cornish
Black Bee honey. Sweet fruit and honey flavours
are quick to develop followed by a bitter finish.

80/- – 5.0%
A dark brown porter with roast malt aroma. Roast
and biscuit malt balanced by sweet plum and
bitterness. Long finish.
REBELLION - Marlow, Buckinghamshire
Mild - 3.5%
A traditional dark mild.
Mutiny - 4.5%
A reddish coloured full bodied ale with a rich
malty flavour and a lasting hop finish.
RIPPLE STEAM - Sutton by Dover, Kent
Original Best Bitter - 4.1%
Crafted with a grist of Maris Otter and crystal
malts, balanced with Celeia and East Kent
Goldings hops to give a rich, traditional, fruitflavoured ale.
Classic IPA - 4.5%
Crafted with a grist of Maris Otter and a hint of
crystal malts, the balance of East Kent Goldings,
First Gold whole leaf hops, and Cascade hops
gives this golden, full-bodied beer a refreshing
citrus flavour.

Marvellous Pale - 3.9%
Pale ale single hopped with Cascade.

ROBINSONS - Stockport, Cheshire
Trooper - 4.8%
A premium British beer created by rock band Iron
Maiden and handcrafted at Robinsons Brewery, a
beer which has true depth of character. Malt
flavours and citric notes from a unique blend of
Bobec, Goldings and Cascade hops dominate
this deep golden ale with a subtle hint of lemon.

RCH - Weston Super Mare, Somerset
Old Slug Porter - 4.5%

Double Hop IPA - 4.8%
A rich golden, bitter beer with a refreshing and

RAW - Chesterfield, Derbyshire
Blonde Pale Ale - 3.9%
Refreshing Pale ale with German hops for a dry
lager style.

complex palate and a crisp, dry roasted malt
finish.
Old Tom - 8.5%
Dark, smooth, rich and warming superior barley
wine with a dark winey colour.
ROTHER VALLEY - Northiam, Sussex
Honeyfuzz - 3.8%
Aroma is herbal, mouldy and toasted malty.
Bitter, slight herbal, grassy, hayish and mild
citrusy. Bitter and herbal finish. Vague lasting
citrusy note.

Raspberry Blonde – 4.0%
Refreshing blonde ale delicately infused with
raspberry flavours.
Blackberry Cascade - 4.8%
American style pale ale, hopped with Cascade
and Centennial hops. Infused with a hint of
blackberries.
SAMBROOKS - Battersea, Greater London
Battersea Rye - 5.8%
A dark beer, with spicy, peppery tastes from the
rye.

RUDGATE - Tockwith, North Yorkshire
Brew 18 Elderflower Ale - 4.2%
Based with the palest of malts, this lightly bittered
beer has been created using freshly picked
English elderflowers to give it a fragrant floral
aroma.

Battersea IPA - 6.2%
Battersea IPA contains the finest Maris Otter pale
ale malt and caramalt, Chinook hops for bittering
and Chinook and Citra hops for aroma. The result
is a deliciously crisp, hoppy, India Pale Ale with
heavy citrus notes.

York Chocolate Stout – 5.0%
A deep rich and satisfying ebony coloured stout
with complex balanced flavours and a warm,
subtle chocolate finish. The aroma has a roasted
tone with cocoa and vanilla hints.

Imperial Stout - 10.4%
Dark brown colour with a roasted, caramel and
chocolate aroma. The flavour is rich with roasted
malts, chocolate and caramel and a bitter finish.

SADLERS - Stourbridge, West Midlands
Boris Citrov - 4.7%
An orange marmalade ale with a sweet, crisp and
fruity finish.
SALOPIAN - Shrewsbury, Shropshire
Hop Twister - 4.5%
A rich gold coloured ale, The palate is fresh,
piercing and focused, with soft malt overtones
and pronounced citrus flavours. A strong focus of
taut, lemony, grapefruit on the finish which is
balanced by a dry bitterness.
Lemon Dream - 4.6%
A wheat beer very much in the modern English
style – served bright and top fermented. The
recipe uses a small amount of fresh lemon to
compliment the citrussy flavours produced by the
wheat malt. Each of the Hops used, Goldings,
Saaz and Cascade add fresh lemony flavours to
the brew.
SALTAIRE - Shipley, West Yorkshire
Elderflower Blonde – 4.0%
A refreshing Blonde ale infused with the delicate
flavour of elderflower.

SHERFIELD VILLAGE - Sherfield on Lodden,
Hampshire
TBA - 3.9%
Originally brewed with Reading University Real
Ale Society, a copper coloured best bitter brewed
with English, American and New Zealand hops.
Amber - 3.9%
Lightly hopped malty amber beer. Rich red in
colour, full of flavour with gentle bitterness. This
is a take on the amber style of beer, brewed to a
lower ABV than its American cousin, but still full
of malt, plus the rich flavours of Northern Brewer
hops.
Best of Both Worlds - 4.1%
A combination of British and NZ hops gives this
beer a satisfying body with a refreshing flavour
and a gentle bitter finish. English Admiral, NZ
Pacific Jade, and just a dash of chocolate malt.
Single Hop - Northern Brewer - 4.3%
The latest in a long line of single-hop golden
bitters, this one uses German Northern Brewer
hops for a smooth flavour and a gentle bitter
finish. Northern Brewer is the name of the hop.

No Northern brewers were harmed in the
production of this beer.
SILVERSTONE - Syresham, Northamptonshire
Ignition - 3.4%
Straw coloured, floral and hoppy.
Pitstop - 3.8%
A traditional recipe using time honoured English
ingredients such as Kentish hops combined with
Maris Otter malts give this ale its thirst quenching,
copper coloured, session beer characteristics and
good head.
Chequered Flag - 4.3%
Darker in colour, this beer has a malty taste with
chocolate undertones.
Octane - 4.8%
A golden ale with honey and toffee tastes.
SONNET 43 - Coxhoe, Durham
Raven - 4.3%
Formerly Bourbon Milk Stout. Expect bitter yet
silky chocolateyness from cocoa nibs and
chocolate malt which gives way to smoky
sweetness from bourbon liquor and aging in oak.
The Raven is a moreish combination and
certainly not a case of 'never more'.
SOUTH HAMS - Kingsbridge, Devon
Devon Pride – 3.8%
A dark amber colour beer, which has a fruity
aroma. Rich in flavour, this beer defies its abv
with a surprising amount of body. Smooth to
drink, with a malty palate and hints of fruit, which
leads to a fruity finish on the beer.
Stumble Bee - 4.2%
A hoppy beer with a little sting in the tail brewed
using Maris Otter Malt with a touch of local
golden honey courtesy of our humble friend.
SOUTHWARK - Southwark, Greater London
Bankside Blonde - 3.8%
A refreshing fruity golden ale using 100% Mosaic
hops with a grapefruit aroma and flavour that
fades in the finish, which is dry with a lingering
bitterness. Some peppery hops. Malts are pale
and low colour pale.
LPA – 4.0%
This pale golden coloured beer has a smooth
mouthfeel . The sweet biscuity malt is balanced

by some pineapple and citrus pithy fruit/ The
finish is dry with a building bitterness. The hops
are First Gold and Citra and it uses only pale
malt.
Bermondsey Best Bitter - 4.4%
Roasted nutty notes in the aroma, flavour and
finish. A spiciness develop in the flavour, lingering
in aftertaste that is slightly dry. The beer is
balanced by a little honey sweetness. Two British
hops are used (Target and East Kent Goldings)
plus Maris Otter and crystal malts.
Gold - 5.2%
This smooth yellow coloured beer uses pale malt
with First Gold and Citra hops. There is a
pleasant earthy hop on the nose and palate
becoming peppery in the finish. The flavour has
some sweet pink grapefruit with a little orange
pith.
Harvard American Pale Ale - 5.5%
Sweet honey flavour with sweet orange and
grapefruit marmalade character are present in
this pale brown beer. Dry bitter finish and a rich,
smooth mouthfeel. A complex blend of hops
including Chinook, Citra, Cascade Northern
Brewer and Summit. The malts are simpler with
Maris Otter, pale and crystal. The beer is named
after John Harvard (of the American university
fame) who came from the area.
American Brown Ale – 7.0%
Tasting notes unavailable at time of writing.
STONEHENGE - Netheravon, Wiltshire
Great Bustard - 4.8%
Brewed to celebrate the reintroduction of the
Great Bustard onto Salisbury Plains. The colour
is deep amber with a red hue, the taste is
deliciously fruity and malty with a lingering bitter
aftertaste.
STRATHAVEN - Strathaven. Strathclyde
Claverhouse - 4.5%
The deep burnished colour originates from a
combination of crystal and red malts. Flavoured
with a partnership of both British and American
hops, the citrus taste is complemented by a
blossoming floral aroma.

SWANNAY - Swannay, Orkney
Sneeky Wee Orkney Stout - 4.2%
Perfectly conditioned and mostly El Dorado hops.
TAYLOR'S - Keighley, West Yorkshire
Boltmakers – 4.0%
A well balanced, genuine Yorkshire bitter with a
full measure of maltiness and hoppy aroma.
Rebranded at October 2012 from Best Bitter to
Boltmaker's. Winner of the Camra Champion
Beer Of Great Britain 2014.

Chocolate and Vanilla Stout - 4.5%
Titanic Brewery is rightly renowned for their Stout,
having won many awards over the years for a
genuine dry stout this beer offers a delightfully
sweeter alternative. Brewed using Roast Barley
and Maris Otter pale malt which give a huge
amount of rich body to the beer and a generous
amount of English North Down hops to create a
bitter edge, the sweetness comes from the
addition of chocolate and Madagascan vanilla.

Landlord - 4.3%
A classic, strong pale ale. Refreshingly reliable,
nationally renowned, this full-drinking pale ale has
a complex and hoppy aroma.

White Star - 4.8%
A light refreshing distinctively hoppy beer with a
freshness that belies its strength, so easy to drink
it will fool all but the crustiest of sea dogs.

THAMES SIDE - Staines, Middlesex
Harrier Bitter - 3.4%
English session bitter, tasty and hoppy using
mainly Kent Fuggles and Goldings but dry
hopped with Cluster from the US.

TOM WOOD - Barnetby, Lincolnshire
Bomber County - 4.8%
An earthy malt aroma but with a complex
underlying mix of coffee, hops, caramel and
apple. This beer starts bitter and intensifies but all
its mahogany characteristics stay on until the
end.

Heron Bitter - 3.7%
Traditional English Ale malty but nicely balanced
with both Fuggles and Golding hops from Kent.
White Swan Pale Ale - 4.2%
Hoppy US style pale ale, bursting with Chinook
and Columbus hops.
Egyptian Goose IPA - 4.8%
An old fashioned and full bodied English style
IPA.
THREE CASTLES - Pewsey, Wiltshire
Corn Dolly - 4.7%
An easy drinking, golden amber, fruity beer with a
delicate aroma. Very refreshing.
TITANIC - Burslem, Staffordshire
Cherry Dark - 4.4%
This black bitter uses US and Slovenian hops and
is infused with cherries that subtly come through
on the aftertaste. A beer to be cherished!
Blackberry Gold - 4.5%
Naturally sweeter than the other Titanic beers,
the sweetness of blackberries creates an opulent
refreshing beer with the aroma of autumnal fruit
whilst the gentle English hops bring balance and
poise. Silky smooth and exceptionally easy
drinking.

TOTALLY BREWED - Nottingham,
Nottinghamshire
Punch in the Face - 4.8%
Packed full of American hops that pack a wallop!
TRING - Tring, Hertfordshire
Tea Kettle Stout - 4.7%
Plenty of roasted malt produces a rich and
complex traditional stout with hints of liquorice.
The bitter malty flavours are enhanced by a
moderate bitterness and a rounded late hop
aroma is provided by East Kent Goldings.
Smooth, dark and handsome!
TWICKENHAM - Twickenham, Middlesex
Mosaic Pale - 3.2%
A light session American Pale Ale, heavily
hopped with Mosaic providing strong tropical fruit
and citrus aromas. A late dry hopping with Citra
adds a burst that means this beer is lower in
alcohol but high in taste.
Sundancer - 3.7%
A crisp and hoppy session bitter. Amber malt
provides a pleasant biscuity edge to this pale
golden coloured ale. A blend of British and
American hops add a wonderfully floral and
citrus-like, long dry finish.

Grandstand - 3.8%
A well-hopped and well balanced, brownish
amber refreshing session beer. Refreshing, with
light citrus hoppy notes and a fresh clean finish.
Redhead - 4.1%
Roasted barley, along with a blend of pale/dark
crystal malts and caramalt give this red hued beer
a soft maltiness with roasted notes, whilst the
English/German hop mix gives it a spicy hop
character.

Black Swan Mild - 3.9%
Dark and smooth with an impressive full roast
flavour that belies its strength.
Wychert Ale - 3.9%
A traditional Thames Valley beer, excellent
flavours are notable in this strikingly malty beer.
With a finish of fruit and nut on the palate.

Naked Ladies - 4.4%
Hoppy beer using Pioneer and Styrian Goldings
for full-flavoured satisfaction. Good body and
luscious aroma.

Red Kite – 4.0%
Red Kite is a refreshing chestnut red beer with a
bitter finish. Maris Otter crystal, chocolate and
roasted barley provide a full body whilst
Northdown, Fuggle, Willamette and Brewers Gold
hops combine to offer a subtle starting bitterness
with a strong bitter finish.

Summer Sun - 4.4%
Very pale, very hoppy beer with an excellent
flavour. Extra pale ale and wheat malts combine
with the aromatic Citra hop to make a very bright
and refreshing pint for a warm summer’s day.

VPA - 4.2%
Hops from across the Atlantic and Kent’s finest
produce an assertive dry hoppy ale with a citrus
nose, combined with a pronounced malt
background.

London Gold - 4.9%
Big hoppy flavour and nose with juicy malt
underpinnings; long pleasing dry hoppy finish.
With four American and two British hops, it’s a
cosmopolitan brew worthy of such a great city.

Another Fine Mess - 4.5%
Tasting notes unavailable at time of writing.

Rauch Beer - 5.2%
Brewed with smoked German malt by
Twickenham's German Brewster.
Daisy Cutter - 6.1%
Strong, well-hopped ale. Powerful golden
coloured beer. A skillful blend of American hops
makes this a beer to be reckoned with. Fruity,
citrus nose and flavour.
Double IPA – 9.0%
A BIG beer in every sense.
VALE - Brill, Buckinghamshire
Brill Gold - 3.5%
A golden session ale made from the finest Maris
Otter malted barley and English hops. The full
malt flavour is well balanced with fruity, slightly
citrus hop aromas and a soft bitterness.
IPA - 3.7%
Light copper in colour, all English, heavily hopped
IPA resulting in a thirst quenching beer with a
pleasant hop aroma and balanced finish.

WANTSUM - Hersden, Kent
Ravening Wolf - 5.9%
The nickname given to Odo, Earl of Kent and half
brother of William the Conqueror who was tried
for defrauding the crown. A strong New Zealand
Pale Ale. Toasted biscuit and rye malt flavours
support a pine lemon hop crispness with a hint of
vanilla.
WEIRD BEARD - Hanwell, Middlesex
Little Things That Kill - 3.9%
A session IPA hopped with Citra, Summit and
Mosaic then dry hopped with Mosaic.
Black Perle – 3.8%
This milk stout is chock full of roasty malts, milk
sugar, hopped with Perle plundered from the
unsuspecting and aged on a chest full of
Zamorana coffee beans.
Mariana Trench - 5.3%
Pacific Northwest meets Pacific Southeast as the
best of American and New Zealand hops meld
together with just enough malt backbone to allow
them to sing. A riot of mango and passion-fruit on
the nose but balanced enough to drink by the
bucketful.

Tsujigiri - 6.5%
A Yuzu hop IPA. Citrus and sweet fruit hop
flavours dominate.
5 O'Clock Shadow – 7.0%
A dry hopped IPA made with pale, light crystal
and Munich malts and Summit, Apollo, Columbus
and Cascade hops.
WELLS - Bedford, Bedfordshire
Wonderful Wallop - 4.5%
Celebrating 140 years of the Wells brewery, here
is a great beer to toast the summer. Wonderful
Wallop is brewed with natural mineral water from
the artesian well sunk by Charles Wells himself.
Floral and spicy on the nose, then on the palate a
gentle malt character and minerality with
pronounced hoppy/fruitiness finishing with a long
lasting, fine bitterness balanced by some residual
honey notes
WESTERHAM - Edenbridge, Kent
Audit Ale - 6.2%
A strong ale, brewed to the 1938 strength and
using the same ingredients as the original best
selling bottled beer of the Black Eagle Brewery.
WHITSTABLE - Grafty Green, Kent
Renaissance Ruby Mild - 3.8%
Ruby in colour, this classic mild has a nutty taste
with a gentle roast malt aroma.
WICKWAR - Wickwar, Gloucestershire
Falling Star - 4.2%
A golden premium beer brewed with Warminster's
Maris Otter malt and a blend of American and
German hops giving a floral aroma and a light
malty finish.
WILD WEATHER - Silchester, Hampshire
Sundowner - 3.4%
A light golden ale with subtle floral and fruity
notes perfect for summer or any daze.
Black Night - 3.9%
A fabulously dark ale. Enjoy the smooth drinking
complex balance of rich malt and hop flavours.
Perfect for putting the world to rights.
Little Wind - 4.2%
A deep amber ale with a touch of copper where
lovely hop flavours dance on the lingering malty
base.

Shepherds Warning - 5.6%
A pale IPA where the flavour begins soft and
smooth building to a wonderfully big hit of hoppy
grapefruit, peach and mango.
Skadoosh – 11.0%
Tasting notes unavailable at time of writing.
WINDSOR & ETON - Windsor, Berkshire
Parklife - 3.2%
A light, refreshing ale with a surprisingly full body
and hop character for its relatively low alcohol.
Knight of the Garter - 3.8%
Straw-coloured golden ale. Easy summer drinking
with a distinctive fresh citrus hop aroma.
Windsor Knot – 4.0%
Windsor Knot is made with the finest natural
ingredients including two specially selected hops,
Sovereign and Nelson Sauvin.
Guardsman - 4.2%
Copper-coloured session strength ale with a
tangy taste, smoothed by oak conditioning and a
really fresh hop. It is brewed with premium Maris
Otter pale malt and a blend of Pilgrim, Styrian
Golding and Fuggles hops.
Eton Boatman - 4.3%
Made with a combination of American Citra hops,
producing citrus flavours, and Australian Galaxy
hops giving hints of exotic fruit with a fresh, clean
and full flavoured taste.
Conqueror – 5.0%
A black IPA, Conqueror is a rich, complex and
very distinctive ale.
WOLD TOP - Wold Newton, East Yorkshire
Wolds Way – 4.0%
Wolds Way pale ale reflects the simple pleasures
in life. An uncomplicated brew using homegrown
Maris Otter malt with a hint of crystal and the
purest Yorkshire Wolds chalk filtered water from
their own borehole together with Goldings and
Cascade hops.
Against the Grain - 4.5%
GLUTEN FREE. Smooth & creamy, a good head
and full flavoured indistinguishable from a normal
bitter! Also suitable for vegans.

WOLF - Attleborough, Norfolk
Norfolk Lavender Honey - 3.7%
Honey infused with lavender is added during the
brewing process to give this beer a delicate yet
moreish flavour.
WOODFORDES - Woodbastwick, Norfolk
Nelson's Revenge - 4.5%
A full-bodied pale amber beer, the rich and floral
aromas initially excite the tastebuds. The
following burst of combined flavours from the
citrus hops and the blend of Norfolk malt confirms
that this is indeed a delicious beer. The flavour
then develops from the biscuity malt sweetness to
a long hop-induced finish.
XT - Long Crendon, Buckinghamshire
4 - 3.8%
An amber beer with a special Belgian malt and a
fruity mix of American and European hops.
2 - 4.2%
A refeshing golden ale made with English pale
and Munich malts, combined with Czech hops to
give a real international flavour.
3 - 4.2%
An IPA style beer made with lots of Celeia,
Columbus and Cluster Hops, on Vienna malts.
1 - 4.2%
Citrus and fruity hops flirt with reserved English
barley and some very naughty Bohemian malts to
make a characterful blonde ale that you'll want to
meet again.
13 Pacific Red Ale - 4.5%
Galaxy, Riwaka, Columbus and Pacific Gem
Hops from all around the Pacific Ocean, meet on
a raft of Amber Red Malts.
15 English IPA - 4.5%
Brewed to celebrate the new varieties of English
Hops. This is an English IPA triple hopped, pale
amber ale with caramel malt notes, lasting floral,
hop character.
Rhubarb IPA - 5.2%
FESTIVAL SPECIAL. IPA brewed with, erm,
Rhubarb. Give it some stick!
16 Belgian IPA – 6.0%
Quadruple hopped with some of Europe’s finest
greenery. Belgian speciality malts and a

European Union of hops all presided over by a
Brussels Abbey Ale Yeast; brewed on the site of
an Augustinian Abbey.
XPA Black - 7.2%
Rammed with hops for a full flavour Cascadian
Dark Ale - all the hop impact of the XPA but with
a dark and mysterious twist.
YORKSHIRE HEART - Nun Monkton, North
Yorkshire
Rhu Bar Beer - 3.7%
Dark in colour with deliciously fruity rhubarb
flavours complete with a crisp aroma and
refreshing tartness aftertaste.
Get Pithed Orange Fruit Beer - 4.2%
A fruit beer full of citrus orange flavours creating a
refreshing beer perfect for any time of the day.
YOUNGS - Bedford, Bedfordshire
Bitter - 3.7%
Pale golden dry bitter which has a fresh clean
nose and an aroma of hops and citrus fruit.
London Gold – 4.0%
A dark gold beer with a smooth mouthfeel. Citrus
and malt in the low aroma, coming through more
strongly on the palate and aftertaste with a little
peach. Dry finish.
Special - 4.5%
Pale brown bitter with a full, slightly estery nose
and a good hop aroma and full round flavour, a
fine balance between malt & hops.

